Optical characteristics of Al-doped ZnS thin film using pulsed laser deposition technique: the effect of aluminum concentration
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An efficient pulsed laser deposition (PLD) method was used to create undoped and aluminum (Al) doped zinc sulfide (ZnS) nanomaterial. The effect of Al concentration on optical properties was investigated using two different techniques; namely, Ultra-violet visible light (UV-Vis) and Photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopies. Specifically, the optical analysis revealed a decrease in the optical bandgap values from 3.5 to 3.28 eV upon the addition of 8% of Al as dopant. While, the PL spectra of all samples showed a broad emission band in the 300-500 nm range. ZnS emission bands with Gaussian fitting are located at 396 and 459 nm. Despite from the pure ZnS peaks, three additional peaks at 345, 369, and 386 nm are observed for Al doped ZnS nanomaterial. Additionally, increasing the Al content up to 6% resulted in enhanced photoluminescence, but above this level, photoluminescence quenching was observed.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, nanostructured inorganic structures and thin films are considered to be of great potential for general optoelectronic applications. Nanoparticles inorganic structures receives extensive attention in recent years because of their special properties [1-4]. To summarize the studies, zinc sulphide (ZnS) as nanoparticles materials was successfully used as important materials for the application in photovoltaic devices [5]. The ZnS is abundance, non-toxic, environmentally friendly and chemically stable natural material [6]. However, ZnS semiconductor material forms in two compound types of crystalline namely cubic zinc-blend (sphalerite) in a low temperature and Wurtzite in a high temperature [7, 8]. In addition, ZnS material exhibits a large bandgap in the proximity of (3.54-3.91 eV) for the zinc-blend and the wurtzite respectively [9, 10]. Moreover, ZnS material shows a large transmittance, high dielectric constant and high refractive index at the room temperature [10-12].

Additionally, based on demand, the physical properties of ZnS can be altered by dopant concentration [13-15]. ZnS doped with impurities are the most valuable process and thus exhibit different properties. Elements like, aluminum (Al), Indium (In), chromium (Cr), gallium (Ga), fluorine (F), copper (Cu), chlorine (Cl), boron (B) and manganese (Mn) with various doping levels can be applied to modified properties of ZnS [13-17]. Among these impurities, aluminum doped ZnS exhibits the excellent properties [18, 19]. As such, it is necessity to study the characteristics of ZnS nanomaterials under Al dopant concentration. Irrespective, the literature offers limited research focusing on the effects of under Al dopant concentration on the properties of ZnS nanomaterials deposited onto soda-lime glass substrate. Consequently, there is a need for
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alternative materials that are cheaper with high performance like soda-lime glass. The multiple
techniques used to prepare ZnS thin films, which give them a variety of interesting physical
properties. These techniques include: electron beam deposition, thermal evaporation, sputtering,
sol-gel, pulsed laser deposition and chemical bath deposition [18, 20-26]. In fact, the pulsed laser
deposition (PLD) technique is an adaptable method which demonstrates a great capability to
produce complex doped ZnS films. In this attempt, this study elucidates a thorough optical
investigation of Al-doped ZnS using PLD approach.

2. Experimental work

2.1. Thin film deposition procedure

All reagents and chemicals utilized in this study were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. In a
typical procedure, ZnS was thoroughly mixed with different concentrations of Al₂O₃ at room
temperature with a formula of Zn₁₋ₓAlₓS for (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.06) where x is the aluminum doping ratio.
Subsequently, a pallet of diameter and thickness of 12.0 and 2.0 mm, respectively, was attained
using a hydraulic press of 5.0 ton. The acquired pallet was then annealed at 1200.0 °C and then
rushed for numerous hours in the air to form the PLD target of ZnS and Al-doped ZnS. The soda-
lime glass, as a substrate, was placed inside a container filled with acidic surfactant solution and
subsequently was immersed in an ultrasound bath for 10.0 minutes to remove any undesired
contaminations. Hereinafter, the utilized substrate was risen in a beaker of de-ionized water (DI).
Herein, Zn₁₋ₓAlₓS films were deposited onto soda-lime glass substrate using PLD method under
an oxygen gas partial pressure of 10⁻³ torr. In particular, an Nd: YAG laser was utilized for this
study with wavelength range of 255.0 nm to 1064.0 nm, laser energy of 100.0 mJ, pulse number
of 500, pulse repetition rates of 10 ns, repetition frequency of 6 Hz, and laser fluence of 2.0
J/cm². The laser was operated at pulse energy of 100.0 mJ, pulse number of 500.0. Additionally,
the target-laser source distance was fixed at 12.0 cm with 45.0° angle, while the distance of the
target to the substrate was fixed to 2.0 cm. Each deposited film was mounted on an x-y stage
which in turn was controlled using a stepper motor.

2.2. Characterizations

The structural analysis of the deposited films was carried out using X-ray diffractometer
(XRD, Bruker AXS D8) using Cu Kα radiation and acceleration voltage of 40 kV. Furthermore,
the room temperature vibrational and structural investigation was recorded on WITec, Raman
spectroscopy. While, the optical performance of the deposited films was studied using two
different techniques; namely, ultraviolet visible light spectroscopy (Shimadzu, UV-Vis) and
photoluminescence (model LS-50B, PL) spectrometers.

3. Results and discussion

Figure 1 (a) shows the XRD patterns of the deposited ZnS and ZnS:Al films with different
dopant concentrations; the XRD spectra were recorded with scanning range of 5°-70°. It can be
clearly noticed that the attained films exhibited amorphous phases nature. Additionally, a weak
peak obtained at around 2θ = 28.4° is mainly due to the occurrence of hexagonal structure (008)
of ZnS; this in turn was found to be in a good accordance with the reported data (JCPDF card no:
39-1363) [27]. Moreover, the effect of Al dopant concentration can be investigated using the
attained crystallite size using Debye Scherrer equation as well as FWHM (Figure 1, b). The latter
can be considered as crystal quality indicator [28, 29]. As such, it can be clearly seen that higher
dopant concentration resulted in higher crystallinity of the deposited films.
Figure 1. Structural analysis of the deposited ZnS and ZnS:Al films; (a) XRD patterns and (b) crystal quality investigation.

Figure 2 illustrates the Raman spectra of the deposited films at different dopant concentrations. ZnS can be found in two polymorphs: cubic Zinc-blende and hexagonal wurtzite. The optical branches of cubic ZnS with two atoms per primitive unit cell are three-fold degenerate at K=0. However, due to the polarization field, the degeneracy collapses instantly away from the center of the Brillouin zone in ionic or partially ionic crystals. Due to the obvious partial ionic nature of Zn-S bonding, both LO and TO modes are expected to be Raman active at k = 0.

As can be noticed in Figure 2, for each sample, the Raman spectrum displays the wave numbers of the associated phonon modes. The spectra of all ZnS:Al films show strong and broad peaks at 210.86 cm$^{-1}$ and 346.10 cm$^{-1}$. A first-order TO mode of ZnS induces the peak at 210.86 cm$^{-1}$, and a cubic ZnS longitudinal optical (LO) phonon mode induces the peak near 346.10 cm$^{-1}$ [30-32]. As a result, the Raman spectra showed the sample's structure as cubic ZnS. When compared to the Raman spectrum of pristine ZnS, the peaks of the first-order LO and TO phonon modes in the present samples shift towards lower energy (TO: 271 cm$^{-1}$ and LO: 352 cm$^{-1}$). The Raman peaks' softening and line broadening may be related to quantum confinement effects. The
nanoparticle size distribution and relaxation of the wave vector selection rule in these nanomaterials may result in a broadening and small shift of the TO and LO peaks. The intensity of the LO and TO modes increased slightly with increasing Al concentration in Al doped samples. This slight increase in intensity could be attributed to Al ions replacing Zn ions in the ZnS lattice. The ratio of the ionic radii of the host and dopant metals may be related to these changes. These could also be caused by new lattice defects or intrinsic host lattice defects created when Al ions enter Zn ion sites.

The optical analysis of the prepared samples, at different dopant concentration, is illustrated in Figure 3. Typically, all samples exhibited a cut-off absorption phenomenon around 315 nm, with respect to the absorbance intensity (Figure 3, a). The aforementioned cut-off phenomenon could be due to the optical band gap of the deposited pristine ZnS film as well as the bathochromic shift (lower optical bandgap) of the attained ZnS: Al films, indicated using red arrows. This indicates the active role of Al as dopant in widening the absorption of the attained film. Additionally, the transmittance spectra of the deposited samples are depicted in Figure 3 (b). It can be clearly observed that the deposited films possess high intensity over the visible light region wherein lower transmission intensity was obtained at higher Al doping concentration. This in turn could be due to, to a certain extent, roughing surface at high dopant ratio [19].

It is also worth mentioning that higher intensity was noticed at higher wavelength region of the visible light.

![Fig. 3. (a) absorbance and (b) transmittance spectra of the deposited ZnS and ZnS: Al films.](image)

Continuously, the optical bandgap of the fabricated films was calculated using Tuac relation [33]:

\[
(ahv) = A(hv - E_g)^{1/n}
\] (1)

The obtained results are demonstrated in Figure 4. Pristine ZnS exhibited an optical bandgap of 3.5 eV (Figure 4, a), which is mainly due to crystal structure of the prepared ZnS [19]. Continuously, a decrease in the estimated optical bandgap was noticed along with increasing the dopant concentration. This was found to be in an upright agreement with the XRD outcomes (Figure 1, b). In fact, such a phenomenon could be attributed to the electron transition from the valence band to the conduction band, as illustrated in the absorbance spectrum, as well as shrinking in the attained optical bandgap. Al doping resulted in decreasing the optical bandgap from 3.5 eV (Figure 4, a) to 3.28 eV (Figure 4, d).
Fig. 4. optical bandgap of the deposited (a) pristine ZnS and (b-d) ZnS:Al at different dopant concentrations.

Spectra of Photoluminescence (PL) contain a broad UV emission band ranging 300-500 nm (Figure 4). Broad and asymmetric emission spectra indicate that several peaks may be superposition. These peaks were resolved using Gaussian fitting.
As shown in Figure 5 (a), the Gaussian fitting revealed emission bands at 396 and 459 nm. The luminescence peak at 396 nm can be attributed to zinc interstitials rather than sulfur interstitials. Because the sulfur ion has a larger ionic radius (1.7 Å) than the zinc ion (0.74 Å), it causes more strain in the ZnS lattice and the electron levels caused by the sulfur ion should have lower binding energies. Interstitial sulfur energy levels must therefore be closer to the conduction band than interstitial zinc energy levels [34]. Surface sulfur should have lower binding energies than internal sulfur vacancy states due to surface effects. As a result, the luminescence peak at 426 nm can be attributed to surface sulfur vacancies, i.e., electron recombination at the surface sulfur vacancy with holes in the valance band [35]. The emission band at 459 nm is attributed to the intrinsic emission of defects, vacancy, and the incorporation of trapped electrons by defects at the donor level under conduction range conditions [36].

The addition of dopant ions to the ZnS lattice changes the photoluminescence emission intensity and position of the PL peak. Figure 5 (b) illustrates a typical Gaussian fitting of the PL data of ZnS: Al (6%) film. The emission bands are located at 345, 369, and 386, as shown in the figure. In addition to the pure ZnS peaks, three additional peaks at 345, 369, and 386 nm are observed in Al doped samples. The PL positions at 369 and 386 nm could be attributed to self-activated luminescence caused by the incorporation of Al into the ZnS structure as a result of the donor-acceptor pair (DAP) transition [37].

This observation also provides evidence for the substitution of Al in the host lattice. Furthermore, a significant luminescence enhancement was observed in Al doped samples when compared to undoped ZnS samples. The increased emission caused by Al doping can be attributed to the following factors. (i) it is completely obvious that Al acts as a sensitizer, enhancing the radiative recombination processes. As a result, the photoluminescence efficiencies of ZnS: Al samples exceed those of ZnS samples. (ii) doping of donor impurities increases the electron population in the conduction band. (iii) increased donor-bound excitonic recombination and (iv) increased sulphur vacancies caused by the addition of Al. All of these factors could have played a role in the increased luminescence. The intensity of the visible emission peaks for samples with $x = 0.06$, then decreases with increasing Al doping concentration. Most of the Al ions may have been incorporated into the ZnS lattice through substitution at $x = 0.06$; however, at higher concentrations, the excess Al ions may have been incorporated into the nanomaterial’s interstitially, resulting in more lattice defects. As a result, as the concentration of Al doping increases, the photoluminescence intensity decreases.

![Fig. 5. Gaussian fit (red) of experimental PL (black) of (a) pristine ZnS and (b) ZnS:Al (6%); the green curves represent the deconvoluted peaks.](image-url)
4. Conclusion

Un-doped and Al doped ZnS film, at different concentrations, were successfully fabricated using PLD approach. Subsequently, an in-depth investigation concerning the optical analysis of the addressed samples was attained. In particular, the UV-Vis analysis the active role of Al as a dopant in decreasing the optical bandgap from 3.5 to 3.28 eV. The Photoluminescence for all of the samples showed a wide emission band in the 300-500 nm range. ZnS emission bands with Gaussian fitting are located at 396 and 459 nm. In addition to the pure ZnS peaks, several more peaks at 345, 369, and 386 nm are observed for Al doped ZnS nanoparticles. The pulsed laser deposition method was used to synthesize AZS. Enhanced photoluminescence, as the concentration of Al doping increases, the PL intensity decreases.
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